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Approaching grammar as a process and not a product, this text engages readers in a conversation about English that will help them reflect on
how their language works and understand the social judgments that accompany language use--making them feel they are active participants
in shaping their language rather than passive victims of grammar rules that someone imposes on them. Employing the terminology of
traditional grammar combined with the insights gained by modern linguistic analysis, it describes English as an instrument of communication,
and lays the necessary groundwork for thinking about language so that students can extend what they learn to new situations and apply their
knowledge of language in ways most useful to them. Three different types of exercises support the learning and review processes and
motivate readers to think, talk, and write about English with increasing confidence and sophistication as the term progresses.
The Basic Grammar in Use Workbook provides students with further opportunities to practice difficult grammar points and consolidate their
understanding of related topics covered in Basic Grammar in Use, Third edition. It offers a wide range of challenging activities and
opportunities to work with grammar structures in meaningful contexts. This edition, with answers, can be used in the classroom or for selfstudy.
Master grammar with this bestselling workbook for learners of English Practice Makes Perfect: English Grammar for ESL Learners is the goto guide for clear, precise explanations of all aspects of English grammar. As a beginning learner of English, you might find that grammar
concepts can be confusing. To make progress with your English skills, you need guidance through tricky grammar areas. This book will help
develop mastery. The more you practice, the more you become proficient in how you use English. Practice Makes Perfect: English Grammar
for ESL Learners It will help increase your confidence in writing and communicating in English by helping you: ? Understand the different
rules and elements of grammar? Build your grammar skills with more than 100 engaging exercises? Broaden your knowledge with sentence
rewrites and creative writing prompts ? Test your overall comprehension with a comprehensive review section
Grammar in Use Intermediate is a highly successful grammar text known for its clear, concise explanations and innovative format. Ideal for
students preparing for the TOEFL ® test or other standard examinations, the new edition of this popular North American English grammar title
offers even more support, with a larger format to include more explanation and practice, eight new units on phrasal verbs, and 10 pages of
Additional Exercises. This edition, with answers, can be used in the classroom or for self-study. It includes a CD-ROM featuring additional
practice exercises, progress reports, interactive games, and a link to the Cambridge Dictionaries Online. You can even create your own tests
to review the language learned.
A Communicative Grammar of English employs a communicative rather than a structural approach to the learning of English grammar. This
edition is divided into three parts: Part One: A guide to the use of this book - looks at the way English grammar varies in different types of
English, for example 'formal' and 'informal', 'spoken' and 'written'. Part Two: Grammar in use - the central and largest part of the book,
presents grammar through the eyes of the communicator and focuses on the uses of grammar rather than on grammatical structure. Part
Three: A-Z in English grammar - provides a useful and alphabetically arranged guide to English grammar. This new edition includes more real
examples taken from corpus data. Increased emphasis is given to grammar in spoke language, providing a better balance between written
and spoken English. Explanations and examples have been made simpler in order to make the grammar more accessible to students.
This book contains 200 varied exercises to provide students with extra practice of the grammar they have studied in English Grammar in Use
Third Edition. The ideal companion to English Grammar in Use, this book includes 200 additional exercises for extra practice of all the
grammar covered in the main book. These supplementary exercises, without answers, are ideal for class use.
English Grammar in Use Third edition is a fully updated version of the classic grammar title. It retains all the key features of clarity and
accessibility that have made the book popular with students and teachers alike. Designed to be flexible, the book is available both with and
without answers, making it ideal for self-study, but also suitable for reinforcement work in the classroom. The 'with answers' version of the
book comes with a handy pull-out reference panel which allows students to review key grammar points at a glance. The book is also available
with a CD-ROM, giving hundreds of interactive exercises to reinforce the language learned in the book.

Grammar in Use Intermediate is a highly successful grammar text known for its clear, concise explanations and innovative format.
Ideal for students preparing for the TOEFL ® test or other standard examinations, the new edition of this popular North American
English grammar title offers even more support, with a larger format to include more explanation and practice, eight new units on
phrasal verbs, and 10 pages of Additional Exercises. This edition, without answers, is ideal for classroom use. It includes a CDROM featuring additional practice exercises, progress reports, interactive games, and a link to the Cambridge Dictionaries Online.
You can even create your own tests to review the language learned.
This is the second edition of Essential Grammar in Use especially for German elementary learners. The second edition of this
classic grammar title is now in full colour, with extra material adapted from the third international edition of Essential Grammar in
Use, including a new unit and study guide, new additional exercises, as well as a new CD-ROM. It offers a particular focus on
those areas of grammar German elementary learners might find problematic with German language support in the grammar
descriptions and explanations and translation exercises to raise learners' awareness of the differences between German and
English. The new CD-ROM specifically targets areas of difficulty for German learners.
The world's most trusted guide to problems in English - now in a new edition.
The world's best-selling grammar series for learners of English. Basic Grammar in Use Fourth Edition is an American English selfstudy reference and practice book for beginner level learners (A1-B1). With simple explanations, clear examples, and easy to
understand exercises, it is perfect for students who are learning on their own, but can also be used in the classroom. It comes with
an easy to use answer key in the back of the book.
"CD-ROM provides over 200 extra exercises to help you practice the grammar presented"--P. [3] of cover.
Get the skills you need to read and speak English with confidence! Learn how to read and speak English with this easy-to-use
workbook. Dozens of manageable, bite-sized lessons take you through the basics of the English language. Three-page units cover
each subject, which can be completed in just 20 minutes. Each lesson covers a single grammar concept and is supported by many
clear examples. The book includes tons of exercises help you practice your new language skills. Plus, you’ll also have access to
streaming audio recordings of the most difficult English sounds to pronounce. Practice Makes Perfect: Basic English, Premium
Third Edition features: •Lessons and exercises to expand your vocabulary •Review exercises to measure your progress •Fun
word search puzzles and scramble sentence exercises •An answer key for all the exercises in the book•Streaming audio of
numerous exercise answers, available online and via our exclusive McGraw-Hill Education Language Lab app •Additional audio
recordings of the most difficult sounds to pronounce in English•All aspects of grammar and basic vocabulary that a first-year
student needs to know
An absolute essential for any elementary level student. Essential Grammar in Use Third edition is a fully updated version of the
bestselling grammar title. Now in full colour, with new content and even more exercises, this edition retains all the key features of
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clarity and ease-of-use that make the book so popular with students and teachers. This edition, without answers, is ideal for use in
the classroom.

provide solutions to the end-of-chapter exercises provide further, more advanced exercises provide feedback on
contentious issues in grammar, to supplement the increased focus on grammar in use in the book itself
Basic Grammar in Use, Third edition, is the lower-level text in the Grammar in Use series. It focuses on the fundamental
grammar structures normally taught in basic or introductory courses. Each of the 116 units in the Student's Book is
presented in a two-page spread, with simple explanations on the left-hand page and practice exercises to check
understanding on the right. This edition, without answers, is ideal for classroom use.
Using clear examples and easy-to-follow exercises, this new, full-colour edition of the best-selling Essential Grammar in
Use makes learning easy, covering all the areas of grammar that an elementary-level students needs. * Two-page units
with clear explanations on the left page and practice exercises on the right. * Useful grammar reference pocket guide
allows you to check your grammar quickly and easily. * New! Study Guide helps you find the most useful language points
for you, making this book ideal for self-study. * New! Updated content includes a new unit on imperatives, an important
area at this level. * New! Even more 'Additional Exercises' give you extra practice of difficult areas. The new CD-ROM
gives you hundreds of practice exercises, providing further practice for every unit. * A variety of games and exercises
make learning fun - download extra games for free when you install the CD-ROM. * Make your own tests: Choose from
over 600 grammar questions to test the areas that YOU want to practice. * Audio recordings provide extra listening and
pronunciation practice. * The built-in dictionary gives you instant definitions of any new vocabulary. * Interactive speaking
exercises provide extra practice at the end of each section.
Comprehensive course focusing on gramamr. Features extra grammar practice exercises for revision, consolidation and
extension. With answers. Suitable for self-study, and developing grammar skills.
English Grammar in UseA Self-study Reference and Practice Book for Intermediate Students of English ; with
AnswersCambridge University Press
Advanced English Grammar contains 120 units of advanced grammar explanation and practice exercises. Two-page
units present grammar explanation and examples on left-hand pages, and varied and rewarding practice on right-hand
pages. The book includes additional exercises, appendices, a glossary and answer key
??????????????????????????158????,????????????????????????
Reviews concepts in English grammar, and provides exercises with answers for practice.
This book contains 200 varied exercises to provide students with extra practice of the grammar they have studied in English
Grammar in Use Third Edition. The ideal companion to English Grammar in Use, this book includes 200 additional exercises for
extra practice of all the grammar covered in the main book. These supplementary exercises, with answers, are ideal for self-study.
????????????????????????
English Grammar in Use Third Edition is a fully updated version of the classic grammar title. It retains the key features of clarity
and accessibility which have made the book so popular. This third edition: - has 10 completely new units, including 9 new units on
phrasal verbs to more thoroughly cover this important area for intermediate students. - has even more Additional Exercises, to
offer more contrastive practice. - is in full colour and has a slightly larger format to look clearer and more inviting for students. The
with answers version of the book is packaged with the CD ROM. This exciting and substantial new CD ROM: - has a diagnostic
test to help students identify areas to practise. - has extra exercises for all the units in the book. - allows users to make their own
tests from a bank of contrastive exercises. - has recordings of all the main exercises so users can practise their pronunciation. includes a link to Cambridge Dictionaries Online so students can look up any words they need.
This two-book series was written specifically for English language learners and covers all the basic grammar topics for beginners.
Contains clear and concise explanations of the rules and illustrates them with numerous examples. The "Did You Know?" and
"Grammar Help" notes add further to the understanding of basic grammar. These books will give English language learners a clear
understanding of core grammar skills and help lay a strong foundation for good English. Each book includes 150-pages plus of
grammar examples and instruction.
This series seeks to synthesize the essentials of traditional grammar and the main aspects of communicative functional
grammar.These books help students to form correct sentences and use the language effectively in real-life situations.Special
attention has been given to the points of structure and usage which are a problem to non-native speakers of English
The Grammar Book introduces teachers and future teachers to English grammatical constructions. This highly acclaimed text,
used both as a course book and as a grammar reference guide, is suitable for all teachers of English. What sets it apart from other
grammar books is its unique pedagogical focus: It describes not only how each grammatical construction is formed, but also its
meaning and its use. Grammar is seen to be a resource for making meaning in textually and socially appropriate ways.

Essential Grammar in Use Third edition is a fully updated version of this best-selling grammar title. Now in full colour, with
new content and even more exercises, this updated edition retains all the key features of clarity and ease-of-use that
have made the book so popular with learners and teachers alike. Designed to be flexible, the Third edition is available
both with and without answers, making it ideal for self-study, but also suitable for reinforcement work in the classroom.
The 'with answers' version of the book comes with a handy pull-out reference panel which allows learners to review key
grammar points at a glance. It is also available with a CD-ROM, offering extra practice of all the grammar covered at this
level.
The world's best-selling grammar series for learners of English.
???????????????????????Grammar in Use????Basic??????116????????????2????1???????????????????????????????
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